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Tēnā koe,
A warm welcome to the first edition of sdg.org.nz’s SDG Lesson Plans for New Zealand Teachers. 
Born out of a perceived lack of SDG educational tools designed for New Zealand students, 
this book aims to provide teachers with practical activities to fuel classroom engagement and 
discussion about the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 

Within this book are lesson plans for each Curriculum Level, from Levels 1-8. Each lesson plan 
focusses on an important theme inherent in the SDGs (“Sustainable food”, “Cities”, “Women 
and equality” etc.) and provides multiple activities and media sources to help explore that theme. 
Some themes naturally focus on one Goal, while others lend themselves to the exploration 
of multiple Goals. The complexity of each lesson plan’s activities correspond broadly to the 
Curriculum Level they are aimed at. Nevertheless, this book and its lesson plans are meant to be 
inspirational rather than prescriptive – we encourage you to adapt lessons and activities aimed 
at older or younger year groups to your students and your teaching style. We also recognise that 
not all students are familiar with the SDGs, so we have included two “introductory” lesson plans 
at the beginning of the book, which provide activities exploring the concept of the SDGs and 
sustainability. Each lesson can also be found in an interactive PDF format on our website. 

USING THE BOOKLET
Each lesson plan follows the same format. The theme of the lesson is introduced in the “Overview” 
section. The “Relevant Goals” section identifies which Goals are relevant to the lesson and might 
be worth including in your classroom discussions. Each lesson has “Lesson Objectives”, which 
outline the aims of the lesson. Each activity is then detailed. The length of time each activity is 
meant to take is an estimate only – we encourage you to adapt these activities to your teaching 
style and situation as you see fit. Again, we re-iterate that these activities are guides only, and 
we encourage you to adapt the activities to your purposes and style as you see fit. In creating 
these lesson plans we have been mindful of the New Zealand Curriculum by linking each activity 
to the Curriculum’s five Key Competencies – the symbols above each activity indicate which 
Key Competencies the activity relates to.

ABOUT sdg.org.nz
sdg.org.nz is an initiative of the School of Government, Victoria University of Wellington. Created 
in 2017, the website aims to “hold the mirror” on New Zealand’s progress towards the attainment 
of the Goals, as well as acting as a catalyst for conversation, collaboration and education about 
the SDGs. As such, we would love it if you shared these lesson plans with your colleagues, 
and checked out our website to explore our NZ data visualisation tool, articles and resources. 
We welcome all thoughts and feedback at www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/. 

Ngā mihi nui

Girol Karacaoglu 
Director of the School of Government 
Victoria University

http://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/
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INTRODUCTORY LESSON FOR  
PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

LESSON THEME: WHAT ARE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS?

Overview

This lesson is a broad introductory lesson to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aimed at primary school students. 
This lesson could be used as a refresher for students that are already familiar with the SDGs, or as a full introductory lesson for 
students unfamiliar with the SDGs. The first activities will conceptually introduce the SDGs to students. Later activities aim to 
prompt thinking about specific Goals, and how New Zealand and our own communities can achieve the SDGs.               

Relevant Goals

All 17 Goals

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness and knowledge of the SDGs

2. Encourage thinking about New Zealand’s progress towards achieving the SDGs

3. Encourage students to think about how they can help to achieve the SDGs in their own communities

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Introductory lesson for Primary school students  |  Lesson theme: What are the Sustainable Development Goals?

Introducing the UN and the SDGs | 20 minutes

In learning about the SDGs, it will help if students first understand what the United Nations are. It might help to watch this 
informative video first https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaAmfiJtV4I. 

Some key points to explain to your students are that:

• The United Nations is made up of 193 countries, which meet in New York every year, with the mission to help improve 
peace and develop the world’s nations.

Explain to the class what the SDGs are, in a way that you think is appropriate. Some key points you might want to touch 
on are:

• The United Nations in 2015 agreed to 17 Goals to be achieved by 2030. New Zealand signed up to help achieve these 
Goals. It’s a global agreement to make the world a better place for all.

• The Goals encompass many areas, including poverty, hunger, the environment, education, justice, peace, inequality, 
sustainability etc. 

– It can help to go through each Goal individually here

• Who is responsible for achieving the Goals? Not just governments, but every community, business, organisation and citizen 
around the world can help to achieve the SDGs. That means you (students) can help achieve them too. 

Watch a short video | 5 minutes

Watch one or two of these videos with the class to help introduce the SDGs.

1. Educational video – What are the SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks

2. Educational video – What is sustainable development: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY

3. Educational video – Introduction to SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBxN9E5f7pc

4. Inspiring video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4

Discuss the videos: Debrief the videos, repeating important points and asking for students’ thoughts.

The big picture – why do we need the SDGs? | 30 minutes  

The purpose of the Sustainable Development Goals is to guide the world’s nations towards a future that is better for everyone. 
In this creative activity, we will explore utopian and dystopian futures to try to appreciate why we need the Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

First, pair off the students, and assign each pair with a Goal. There are 17 Goals, so there should be enough Goals so 
that no pairs have the same Goal. If there are less pairs than Goals, you could exclude Goal 8, 9 or 17 as they are more difficult 
for students to grasp. 

Next, provide the pairs with paper and colouring pencils, and ask each pair to consider, and then draw what the world would 
look like if their Goal is achieved in 2030, and what the world would look like if no progress was made towards achieving the 
Goal in 2030. Have students label different aspects of their picture.

Finally, have students share their pictures with the class.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaAmfiJtV4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBxN9E5f7pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4
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3Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Exploring one Sustainable Development Goal | 20 minutes  

Students will explore a Goal from an individual, community, societal and global perspective. First, allocate one Goal to 
groups of 4-5 students (division of the classroom/desks may be needed).

The Goals appropriate for this year group are:

• Goal 1: No poverty 

• Goal 3: Good health and well-being

• Goal 7: Affordable and clean energy

• Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities

• Goal 13: Climate action

• Goal 15: Life on land

Let students first think about the Goal and what it means. Then, ask the whole class the following questions, 
giving appropriate time to talk and share thoughts. You might ask students to share their groups’ thoughts with the class. 

1. What problem is this Goal trying to solve?

2. Has New Zealand achieved this Goal? 

3. What can we do to help achieve this Goal here in our community? 

Lastly, as a class, discuss: Which Goal is the most important? This could be drawn out into a debate – there is no right 
or wrong answer to this question.

Notes
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INTRODUCTORY LESSON FOR INTERMEDIATE  
AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

LESSON THEME: WHAT ARE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS?

Overview

This lesson is a broad introductory lesson to the Sustainable Development Goals aimed at middle school students and above. 
This lesson could be used as a refresher for students that are already familiar with the SDGs, or as a full introductory lesson for 
students unfamiliar with the SDGs. The first activities will conceptually introduce the SDGs to students. Later activities aim to 
prompt thinking about specific Goals, and how New Zealand and our own communities can achieve the SDGs. 

Relevant Goals

All 17 Goals

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness and knowledge of the SDGs

2. Encourage thinking about New Zealand’s progress towards achieving the SDGs

3. Encourage students to think about how they can help to achieve the SDGs in their own communities

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Introductory lesson for Intermediate and High School students  |  Lesson theme: What are the Sustainable Development Goals?

Introducing the United Nations and the Sustainable Development Goals | 20 minutes

In learning about the SDGs, it will help if students first understand what the United Nations are. This video might help to give 
an introduction: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoIafzc0k74

Some key points to explain to students are that:

• The United Nations are a collection of 193 countries, that meet regularly in New York to make decisions about preventing 
war, respecting human rights, and improving the living conditions for humans everywhere. It is like a “world parliament”, 
although instead of making laws, it makes “resolutions” and “conventions”. 

• The United Nations began in 1945 with 51 countries. It was first created to prevent another World War, but its role has 
since expanded to many other areas such as reducing poverty, preventing disease, environmental protection, economic 
research, and more. 

• Countries sign up to these conventions and resolutions, which is a commitment that the country will try to follow that 
convention’s principles. However, it is difficult for the UN to enforce its rules, so countries do not necessarily have to comply 
with what they have signed up to. 

Explain to the class what the SDGs are, in a way that you think is appropriate. Some key points you might want to touch 
on are:

• All 193 member states of the United Nations adopted the “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, which contains 
17 Goals to be achieved worldwide by 2030. New Zealand signed up to help achieve these Goals. It’s a global agreement 
to make the world a better place for all.

• The Goals encompass many areas, including poverty, hunger, the environment, education, justice, peace, inequality and 
of course, sustainability. Here, it will help to open https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs, so that students become 
familiar with the 17 Goals. 

• “Sustainable Development” refers to the idea that as countries become more prosperous and wealthy, this growth 
should occur in a way that doesn’t compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. As humans use 
Earth’s resources, cope with climate change and struggle with biodiversity loss, it is more important than ever to create 
sustainable societies. 

• Who is responsible for achieving the Goals? Not just governments, but every community, business, organisation 
and citizen around the world can help to achieve the SDGs. That means you (students) can help achieve them too. 

Watch a short video | 20 minutes 

Watch one or two of these videos with the class to help introduce the SDGs.

1. Educational video – What are the SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks

2. Educational video – What is sustainable development: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY

3. Inspiring video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4

Discuss the videos: Debrief the videos, repeating important points and asking for students’ thoughts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoIafzc0k74
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4
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How is New Zealand progressing towards achieving the SDGs? | 10-15 minutes 

This activity should give students some context about New Zealand’s progress towards the SDGs, and should prompt thinking 
about how our societal successes and issues relate to the Goals.

On a SmartBoard or Projector, open up the sdg.org.nz data visualisation tool and explore the Goals. 
Tool: https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/ 

Explain to students how the tool works by hovering on various Goals, explaining what each Goal or Indicator means, 
and what the graph is displaying. If possible, let students explore the tool (you might send them the link if using devices). 

Next, we want to begin to think about why New Zealand is progressing well towards some Goals, but not others. 
Ask the class why they think some Goals in New Zealand are nearly achieved, and why some are getting worse.

It might be difficult to explain why some indicators are going up or down, so focus more broadly on the Goal itself, and the 
real issues it is related to. For example, you could ask:

• Why has good health and well-being improved since 1990?

• Why hasn’t New Zealand achieved “no poverty” yet?

• Why aren’t our cities and communities sustainable?

• Why might “life below water” be slowly declining?

The big picture – why do we need the Sustainable Development Goals? | 30 minutes 

The purpose of the Sustainable Development Goals is to guide the world’s nations towards a future that is better for everyone. 
In this creative activity, we will explore utopian and dystopian futures to try to appreciate why we need the Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

First, pair off the students, and assign each pair with a Goal. There are 17 Goals, so there should be enough Goals so 
that no pairs have the same Goal. If there are less pairs than Goals, you could exclude Goal 8, 9 or 17 as they are more difficult 
for students to grasp. 

Next, provide the pairs with paper and colouring pencils, and ask each pair to consider what the world would look like if their 
Goal is achieved in 2030, and what the world would look like if no progress was made towards achieving the Goal in 2030. 
Have students label different aspects of their picture. Finally, have students share their pictures with the class.

http://sdg.org.nz
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/
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Introductory lesson for Intermediate and High School students  |  Lesson theme: What are the Sustainable Development Goals?

Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Exploring one Sustainable Development Goal | 20 minutes

Students will explore a Goal from an individual, community, societal and global perspective. First, allocate one Goal to groups 
of 4-5 students (division of the classroom/desks may be needed).

The Goals appropriate for this year group are:

• Goal 1: No poverty 

• Goal 3: Good health and well-being

• Goal 7: Affordable and clean energy

• Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities

• Goal 13: Climate action

• Goal 15: Life on land

Let students first think about the Goal and what it means. Then, ask the whole class the following questions, giving appropriate 
time to talk and share thoughts. You might ask students to share their groups’ thoughts with the class. 

1. How will we know when this Goal has been achieved?

2. Could New Zealand do better in achieving this Goal? What issues or problems in New Zealand need to be solved for 
this Goal to be achieved?

3. What problems do countries around the world need to solve to achieve this Goal?

4. What can we do to help achieve this Goal here in our community? 

5. Which groups in New Zealand are most affected by this Goal? 

Notes
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LEVEL 1

LESSON THEME: GRATITUDE AND DIVERSITY

Overview

This lesson aims to broaden students’ awareness of the world around them and increase their understanding of the diverse 
range of backgrounds and experiences that other New Zealanders have. Appreciation of our own environment and the 
different lived experiences of people around the world can help to inspire future action towards achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

Relevant Goals

Goal 3: Good health and wellbeing; Goal 4: Quality education; Goal 10: Reduced inequalities; 
Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals

Lesson Objectives

1. Broaden students’ intercultural understanding by appreciating the differences between themselves and others

2. Increase students’ awareness of other countries and the environment around them

3. Inspire gratitude in students to strengthen empathy towards others 

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 1  |  Lesson theme: Gratitude and diversity

Diversity activity | 30 minutes

Everyone has a different story. By telling our own stories and listening to others, we can build understanding and empathy 
towards those in our community. This activity will encourage students to look at their own life and see how their lives are 
different to other students’ lives.

Gather the class together and ask the class to think about what makes their family special. For instance, do they have an 
interesting family history, do their parents have a unique job, do they live somewhere unique? How about what their family 
religiously believes in? 

Have each student share something special about their family. Once one student has shared, ask the students sitting 
beside them whether their family shares this special thing/experience/background/story. Hopefully not all students will share 
similar special aspects about their family, and a wide diversity of family structures and history should be shared and appreciated 
by the rest of the class.  

The environment around us | 30 minutes 

We are fortunate in New Zealand to live in a beautiful environment, which benefits us in many ways. This outdoor activity aims 
to enhance students’ appreciation of New Zealand’s unique environment. 

Take the class outside and allow students to explore for 10 minutes. Ask each student to find or notice one thing from the 
environment around them. The object can be natural or man-made. 

Bring the class back together. While sitting outside with their objects, ask each student whether other students around the 
world would be able to find these things at their school or in their environment. 

For example: 

• If a student has a leaf – do other schools have many trees? Do they have that type of tree? Why/why not?

• If a student has a piece of rubbish – do other countries have the food that was in this? Do other countries have more or less 
rubbish than New Zealand? 

You can also sit outside with the class and notice the different resources and services the environment provides us with and 
compare your environment with other places around the world. For instance, notice the air we breathe, the clouds which 
provide us with clean drinking water, the space which we can play in, the sun which keeps us warm, the trees which provide 
shade and clean our air, etc. During discussion, emphasise that humans live in a range of different environments around the 
world, and not all people have access to healthy, productive environments. If appropriate, you could delve into why some 
countries don’t have such environments.
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3Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Gratitude activity | 20 minutes 

By appreciating what we have, and what we are thankful for, we can then consider what others don’t have. Appreciation of 
our good fortune can inspire action to make the world a better place by helping those less fortunate, which can in turn help 
achieve the SDGs.

Gathering as a class, ask students to think about what they are thankful for. Ask questions such as:

• Do children in other countries have this thing we are thankful for? Which countries have this thing and which 
countries don’t?

• What is in your house that other New Zealanders might not have? Why are you grateful for it? 

• Do you think everyone else should be able to have this thing?

If appropriate, you could move on from discussing physical objects to discuss trickier concepts like whether other countries have 
rights and freedoms, such as equality between people, a right to free speech, access to healthcare etc. 

Notes
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LEVEL 2

LESSON THEME: FOOD AND SUSTAINABILITY

Overview

This lesson aims to enhance students’ knowledge about where their food comes from, and the energy and resources that are 
needed to produce and deliver it to our tables. Thinking critically about our diets and whether we need to buy certain foods 
will be encouraged.

Relevant Goals

Goal 2: Zero hunger; Goal 3: Good health and well-being; Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production; 
Goal 13; Climate action

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness about the impact of food production on our planet

2. Encourage thinking about what informs our food choices

3. Encourage students to think about how our carbon footprint can be reduced through our consumer choices

4. Illustrate how our income and access to food can affect our environmental impact

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 2  |  Lesson theme: Food and sustainability

Where does our food come from? | 15 minutes 

In this activity, we’ll explore where our food is produced, and how it gets to our lunch boxes. 

First, arrange students into small groups of 4-6. Have students take out their lunchboxes and have a look inside. Ask 
them, where does each item of your lunch come from? Is it from New Zealand, or overseas? What proportion of students’ food 
is from New Zealand, and what proportion comes from other countries? Do we know which region of New Zealand the food 
is from? Break the ingredients of processed items down too – for example, many of the ingredients in a muesli bar must be 
shipped from around the world and mixed together in one place. 

Next, inquire about the packaging of their food – ask: do we know where and how plastic is made? Plastic is energy and 
water-intensive to produce, and is usually made outside New Zealand and shipped here – what is the environmental cost of 
such wrapping? Packaging helps food last longer and be free of contamination – however, does all food need to be packaged 
in a sustainable future?

Calculating food miles | 15 minutes

Open www.foodmiles.com in front of the class (on a projector if possible). Using the food items which are from other countries, 
calculate the food miles that each item takes to get to New Zealand. You could turn this into a competition by seeing 
which group’s food has the least (or most) food miles.

Once the food miles have been calculated, discuss: What impact does food transport have on the environment? How about 
the packaging it comes in? Why is buying food that is made in New Zealand better for the environment? 

Watch a short video | 15 minutes 

To broaden students’ understanding of the impact of food production on the environment, watch one or two of these videos 
with the class:

1. Food and climate change: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUnJQWO4YJY

2. Packaging waste video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62O868-bYOk

3. Water use in food production: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zeRtsQFqHg

Next, discuss the videos: Repeat important points from the videos and ask for students’ thoughts. What did they learn from 
the video, and how does this knowledge affect their food choices?

http://www.foodmiles.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUnJQWO4YJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62O868-bYOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zeRtsQFqHg
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Create your own recipe for a locally-produced meal | 30 minutes  

New Zealand is a “food basket”, and each region grows lots of vegetable, meat and dairy products. 

Sketch a map of New Zealand on a white board, and have students label the map with the food produced in each region. 
The map does not have to be perfectly accurate – the main point is to examine which foods New Zealand produces and which 
foods we don’t. 

Next, working in groups, have students design a meal using locally grown food. Which foods are the healthiest for humans, 
and the most sustainable? Which foods create the least suffering for animals? This could be a breakfast, lunch or dinner.

Finally, have students think about the packaging side of the process – in groups, compile a list of foods which use little to no 
packaging. Then brainstorm how we might reduce waste, or how we might encourage food producers to reduce the amount 
of packaging that they use. Some solutions could be:

• Growing our own food

• Recycling our plastics

• Buying in bulk packages

• Buying refillable containers

• Bringing our own containers for takeaway foods

• Choosing environmentally friendly foods, to influence businesses to reduce their packaging

• Creating and using community gardens

Further resources

• Restoring New Zealand’s food system: https://sustainable.org.nz/restoring-new-zealands-food-system/

• Journal article: New Zealand’s Food System Is Unsustainable: A Survey of the Divergent Attitudes 
of Agriculture, Environment, and Health Sector Professionals Towards Eating Guidelines: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6648584/

• Permaculture Food Forest in New Zealand: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GJFL0MD9fc

Notes

https://sustainable.org.nz/restoring-new-zealands-food-system/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6648584/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GJFL0MD9fc
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LEVEL 3

LESSON THEME: SUSTAINABLE CITIES

Overview

This lesson is an introductory lesson to the Sustainable Development Goals, focussing on Goals 8, 11 and 12. It is an 
interactive, hands-on lesson that will get students thinking about cities, answering questions like “why do we have cities?” 
and “what does a city of the future look like?”

Relevant Goals

Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth; Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities; 
Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness and knowledge of the SDGs

2. Encourage thinking about the roles of cities and their impact on ourselves and the environment

3. Encourage students to think about how cities might look in the future, and how they can help to shape their creation

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 3  |  Lesson theme: Sustainable cities

Introducing the SDGs | 5 minutes

If students are unaware of the Sustainable Development Goals, explain to the class what the SDGs are. Some key points you 
might want to touch on are:

• Every country in the world (the United Nations) in 2015 agreed to try to achieve 17 Goals by 2030. New Zealand signed 
up to help achieve these Goals. It’s a global agreement to make the world a better place for all.

• Each Goal focusses on one distinct area of improvement, including reducing poverty and hunger, helping the environment, 
improving education, enhancing justice and peace, reducing inequalities, etc. 

• Who is responsible for achieving the Goals? Not just governments, but every community, business, organisation and 
citizen around the world must help to achieve the SDGs. That means every citizen, including you (students) can help 
achieve them too. 

Watch a short video | 5 minutes

You could also watch one or two of these videos with the class to help introduce the SDGs. This could be used later in the 
lesson as a short break.

1. Educational video – What are the SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks

2. Educational video – What is sustainable development: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY

3. Inspiring video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4

Exploring the benefits and downsides of cities | 25 minutes  

For this activity, ask students what their favourite city is, and why. On a whiteboard, write down these ideas. Then, on the 
other half of the white board, use the ideas to identify the benefits of cities. You could group the ideas into broad themes that 
encompass the benefits cities provide. For example:

A student’s reason for why  
a city is their favourite

Expanding to show the benefits of cities

My family lives there Why do they live there? Because of their work? Therefore cities provide jobs 
and businesses

There are sports games/
museums/theatres there

Therefore cities provide cultural and educational experiences

The zoo/gardens is there Cities have beautiful outdoor spaces to spend time in 

The shopping is good Having many people living closely to one another allows many shops to be operate 
in cities, providing people with jobs and convenience 

Next, repeat this activity, but ask the class “what don’t you like about this city”. Expand on these dislikes to produce a 
list of the downsides of cities, touching on topics such as pollution, inequality, traffic, poverty, reduced biodiversity, poor 
infrastructure etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4
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Designing the city of the future | 25 minutes 

Cities have an incredibly large impact on resources, but this also means that designing cities sustainably can also greatly 
increase our overall sustainability. Having looked at what cities are like now, how do we want our cities to look in the future?

Explain to the class how Sustainable Development Goals relate to our cities, and ask students to pick which Goals are most 
important to creating sustainable cities. Many Goals relate to cities, but Goals 8, 9, 11 and 12 are worth touching on. Topics 
like sustainable transport and living, equality, job opportunities, and wellbeing might be talked about. You could explore 
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/ or https://sdg.org.nz/datavis to delve into the 
Goals and how they affect cities. 

Provide students with coloured pens and paper. Ask them to draw their perfect sustainable city, and think about what the city 
of the future might include. How might the things on the “negative list” in the activity above be reduced? How might the SDGs 
be achieved in future cities? 

Finally, ask students how they could help to make their town or city an SDG-friendly place. What can they do as individuals? 
What can they do with their friends? What can their whanau/community achieve? This is a broad, creative exercise, so anything 
goes! You could ultimately help students to implement some of the solutions that they come up with.

Notes

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://sdg.org.nz/datavis
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LEVEL 3

LESSON THEME: EXPLORING THE ENVIRONMENTAL SDGS

Overview

This lesson aims to enhance students’ knowledge about the environmental Sustainable Development Goals. At a time when 
the effects of climate change and environmental exploitation are being felt more and more, it is increasingly important that 
students are aware of humanity’s impacts on the environment at all scales. Therefore, a wide range of environmental issues are 
explored in the following activities. The achievement of the environmental SDGs will be crucial towards achieving other SDGs – 
the interconnectedness of these Goals is also explored below. 

Relevant Goals

Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production; Goal 13: Climate action; Goal 14: Life Below Water; Goal 15: Life on Land; 
Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions; Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness about the impact of humans on the environment

2. Connect to how the achievement of the environmental Goals can positively affect the rest of the Sustainable Development Goals

3. Encourage thinking about ecosystem service

4. Encourage students to think about how they can help to enhance their local environments

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 3  |  Lesson theme: Exploring the Environmental SDGs

The big picture – why do we need the environmental SDGs? | 30 minutes 

The purpose of the Sustainable Development Goals is to guide the world’s nations towards a future that is better for everyone. 
In this creative activity, we will explore utopian and dystopian futures to appreciate the need for environmental Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

First, pair up your students, and assign each pair with a Goal. There are 17 Goals, so there should be enough Goals so 
that no pairs have the same Goal. If there are less pairs than Goals, you could exclude Goal 8, 9 or 17 as they are more difficult 
for students to grasp. 

Next, provide the pairs with paper and colouring pencils, and ask each pair to think about, and then draw what the 
world would look like if their Goal is achieved in 2030, and what the world would look like if no progress was made towards 
achieving the Goal in 2030. Have students label different aspects of their picture. Finally, have students share their pictures 
with the class.

Creating connections between the Goals | 30 minutes  

The SDGs are inherently connected, and none can be achieved without the other Goals being achieved. This activity will help 
students to draw links between the environmental Goals and the other Goals, which should emphasise the interconnectedness 
of the SDGs. 

First, divide the class into teams of two. Then, roughly reproduce the poster below on a whiteboard, or bring the poster 
up on the computer (https://blog.rrc.co.uk/2019/09/26/sustainable-development-goals-for-business/

https://blog.rrc.co.uk/2019/09/26/sustainable-development-goals-for-business/
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Next, identify the environmental goals (Goals 12, 13, 14, 15). For this challenge, each team will get one point for 
every way in which they can explain how the achievement of the environmental SDGs will affect each of 
the other SDGs. For instance, one point may be that achieving Goal 15: Life on Land, will enhance water quality 
(Goal 6). To find out what the achievement of each Goal entails you may need to do a little prior research on the Goals at 
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs.

Go back and forth between the two teams, asking them to make one point at a time until one team can’t make any more links 
between the Goals. Place arrows between the Goals to illustrate the connections that each team makes. The team which can 
continue to make connections between Goals when the other team can’t, wins the challenge.

Exploring how we impact the environment through a native species | 1 hour 

It is often vulnerable native species which are impacted by human action most severely. 
As such, this research activity uses the study of a native species as a way to shine a light 
on the impacts of human activities. New Zealand’s species are ranked in terms of how 
vulnerable their population is to extinction, using the scale to the right. 

First, have students choose a native species of bird, insect, reptile, mammal, plant or 
fungi which they know is threatened or at risk of extinction. 

If they are unsure of which species are endangered, as a class, open and explore any of the 
following links to lists of threatened species native to New Zealand. It might help to explore 
the lists together, as the documents may be difficult for students to unpack on their own. 

• https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs19entire.pdf

• https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs17entire.pdf

• https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs29entire.pdf

Once a species has been chosen, have students research the reasons why their species 
is facing extinction. Have the students list the reasons why the species is threatened, 
and what needs to happen for the species to recover. Would assisting this species help to 
achieve any of the Sustainable Development Goals? 

Finally, have students present their species and the factors which threaten it to the class. 

Extinct

Threatened

At Risk

Nationally  
Critical

Nationally 
Endangered

Nationally 
Vulnerable

Declining

Recovering

Relict

Naturally 
Uncommon

Not  
Threatened

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs19entire.pdf
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs17entire.pdf
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/science-and-technical/nztcs29entire.pdf
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Exploring how we impact the underwater world through art | 40 minutes 

The ocean plays a vital role in our survival. It provides us with food, regulates our climate, absorbs carbon dioxide and provides 
us with recreational activities. The ocean has many ecosystems and environments within it, and humans can impact all of them. 
In this activity, students will explore these impacts through drawing. 

First, on large pieces of paper, have students recreate the cross-section of the ocean below. Make sure the recreation 
takes up the entire piece of paper. Provide students with a variety of colours and materials to add excitement to the art.

Next, have students add to the cross-section by drawing sea life that lives there, as well as the human activities which 
affect the ocean. These could be represented by drawings or labels – anything goes! 

Some human activities which could be added to the cross-section include:

• Recreational fishing or SCUBA diving

• Commercial fishing, such as trawling or long-lining

• Container shipping 

• Deep-sea oil extraction

• Seabed mining 

• Tourism activities such as sight-seeing and cruises 

• Sewage and plastic pollution from on-shore activity

• Greenhouse gas emissions which lead to ocean acidification/warming

200m

2,000 to 3,000m

Continental Shelf

Continental Slope

Continental Rise

Abyssal Plain

Oceanic Trench

Submarine Ridge

Volcanic Island

Sea Surface

4,000 to 6,000m

10,000m

Once the drawings are complete, you could have students share their drawings with the class. You could also have a discussion 
about how humanity impacts the ocean, and how we could reduce our own impacts on the ocean through our individual or 
collective habits. 
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Exploring global environmental issues | 30 minutes

It’s well known that humans face a multitude of environmental issues right now. 

For this activity, allocate one environmental challenge from the list below to pairs of students. 

• Deforestation

• Plastic pollution 

• Over-fishing

• Species extinction

• Climate change

• Air pollution

• Sewage pollution

• Overfishing

Next, ask each pair of students to research the issue, focussing on the cause(s) of the issue, its impacts, and its potential 
solutions. If you prefer, you could focus on environmental issues which are more specific or relevant to your community. 

Then, have students draw a flowchart on a piece of paper, or create a flowchart on their computer, like the one below. They 
should fill in the flowchart with the aspects of the issue that they discovered during their research. Make sure students consider 
the over-arching values that should guide the solutions and overall outcomes for the environmental issue. 

Students could share their flowcharts with the class if you have time. 

Values

Cause

Cause

Cause

Cause

Impact

Impact

Impact

Impact

Solutions
Outcomes  

for the  
Goals

Environmental  
issue
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Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Take Action | 20 minutes

The Sustainable Development Goals require a global effort from citizens of all ages to be realised in 2030. Students should be 
inspired to affect environmental change at three levels – themselves, their community, and their country. 

First, provide students, in groups of 3-5, with a large piece of paper. On the paper, ask students to draw a triangle separated 
into three labelled parts, as illustrated below. If you prefer, the activity could be done on a white board as a class.

ME

MY COMMUNITY

MY COUNTRY

Next, have students write in the “ME” level how they could improve their own environmental footprint. Then, have them 
write in the “MY COMMUNITY” level what environmental challenges their community faces, and how they could assist the 
community to tackle the challenge. Finally, have them consider in the “MY COUNTRY” box New Zealand’s environmental 
challenges, and write down what needs to happen for New Zealand to tackle the challenge. 

This activity is meant to inspire real action – how could students help to achieve the environmental SDGs at these three 
levels? Can student-led projects be created for the community and nation-wide challenges that students have identified? Could 
students put pressure on decision-makers to tackle these issues with more urgency? There are many ways in which small steps 
towards the SDG’s achievement can be taken – it is up to all of us to make a start.  

Notes
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LEVEL 4

LESSON THEME: HUMANS RIGHTS AND INEQUALITY

Overview

This lesson introduces students to the concepts of human rights and inequality. The United Nations is instrumental in 
encouraging the improvement of human rights and equality around the world, and the Sustainable Development Goals 
reinforce these ideals. By reflecting upon the principles that guide a just society, we will see how inequality exists, and how 
it can be reduced. 

Relevant Goals

Goal 1: No poverty; Goal 2: Zero hunger; Goal 3: Good health and wellbeing; Goal 10: Reduced inequalities

Lesson Objectives

1. Explore the history of human rights and consider which rights humans should be universally upheld

2. Introduce students to the idea of inequality, and consider how it might be reduced

3. Demonstrate the different scales at which inequality exists

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Inequality starter activity | 40 minutes 

This activity aims to recreate wealth inequality in a classroom setting. It should prompt students’ thinking about how wealth 
can be distributed to ensure that everyone can have a good life, with a decent income. 

First, you will need a big bag of something small and numerous – this could be lollies, Lego, buttons etc.

Explain to students that each lolly represents one hundred thousand dollars, and each student represents an individual in 
New Zealand. 

To begin, give half of the class one lolly, and distribute the rest of the bag to the other half of the class. One half of the class 
is comparatively rich, but everyone else, with only one lolly, is comparatively poor. Ask the students:

• How do you feel about the difference between one half and the other? (inequality can increase social unrest)

• Will the poorer half of the class be able to be healthy, afford food, and buy their own property?

Next, add to the scenario that the wealthier half of the class have worked much harder than the poorer half of the class, 
while the poorer half of the class has worked less. Should the wealthier half of the class have to give some of their wealth 
to the poorer half in the form of taxes?

Next, adjust the scenario so that the whole class have worked roughly the same amount of time over their lifetimes. 
What factors play a part in causing some of the class to end up wealthy while some end up poor? You might discuss factors 
such as: access to education, upbringing and familial background, differences in wages across jobs, bad luck, disability, etc. 
Ask students whether they think this type of income inequality exists in New Zealand. 

Next, in a new scenario give one lolly to each of the girls in the class and distribute the rest amongst 
the boys. Ask the class:

• What type of inequality does this demonstrate? (gender inequality)

• Does this sort of inequality exist in New Zealand?

Further resources

• Global inequality facts: https://inequality.org/facts/

• World Inequality Report summary: https://wir2018.wid.world/files/download/wir2018-summary-english.pdf

https://inequality.org/facts/
https://wir2018.wid.world/files/download/wir2018-summary-english.pdf
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Design a declaration of human rights for the classroom | 40 minutes

After the Second World War, world leaders vowed to prevent such tragedy and terror from happening again. 
In 1945, 51 nations formed the United Nations, and in 1948 created the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 
which declares the human rights that every person should be born with. 

This lesson will have students create their own declaration of human rights, adapted to the rules of their own classroom. 
This declaration could be kept in the classroom and referred to later, to guide decisions in the classroom.

First, explain how the UDHR was created, and show students the full or simplified version of the UDHR (linked below). 
Explain that each right is described by an “article” of the UDHR. This video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDgIVseTkuE 
provides a great explanation of human rights.

Then, divide the class into groups of 3 and brainstorm the fundamental values that students feel are important to them, 
and could be included in your own classroom’s Declaration of Human Rights. Remember: Universal rights apply to everyone, 
they are not privileges, and they cannot be granted or removed. 

Ask each group to add one “Article” (statement of one right which every student should have) and compile these articles into 
a Declaration.

Discuss how fair the declaration is, and whether the declaration contains all the rights students think are necessary. 
Keep adjusting the declaration until the whole class is happy with it. You could keep the declaration in the classroom, 
and refer to it in the future. 

Resources: 

• Full version of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 
https://www.humanrights.com/what-are-human-rights/universal-declaration-of-human-rights/articles-01-10.html

• Simplified version of the Universal Declaration Human Rights: 
https://www.youthforhumanrights.org/what-are-human-rights/universal-declaration-of-human-rights/articles-1-15.html

• How the UDHR was formed: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RR4VXNX3jA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDgIVseTkuE
https://www.humanrights.com/what-are-human-rights/universal-declaration-of-human-rights/articles-01-10.html
https://www.youthforhumanrights.org/what-are-human-rights/universal-declaration-of-human-rights/articles-1-15.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RR4VXNX3jA
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Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Understanding inequality in New Zealand and around the world | 50 minutes 

New Zealand is one of the most unequal developed nations in the world. High levels of inequality help to drive poverty, crime, 
and social unrest, but inequality can still be very difficult to see in the real world. 

First, lead a class discussion about whether inequality exists in New Zealand. Some key questions to discuss are:

• What is inequality? In what forms does it exist (income, gender, racial etc)?

• Within New Zealand, what types of inequality exists between people? 

– Are there some things which everyone has, and some things that some have more of than others? (in New Zealand we 
can all access free education and healthcare, but not everyone is guaranteed to be wealthy, or be treated equally)

• Is inequality inherently a bad thing? Is it fair that there is some inequality in New Zealand?

Next, watch and discuss this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTEPgctISr0. The video has many pictures and 
statements which tell us that wealth inequality exists, and why it is concerning. Watch the video once or twice with the class. 
The second time, have students note down answers to the following questions:

• What type of inequality is being discussed here? (Wealth inequality)

• What evidence do we have that inequality exists? (the pictures of homelessness and  cramped housing, vs pictures of wealth 
like fine-dining evidence this)

• Why is wealth inequality not good for a society? (those in the lower income end of society have less resilience to harmful 
events, and do not see wages increase very quickly, leading to poverty or unhappiness)

The role of statistics

Statistics are important in measuring inequality. Statistics are used to help us see trends across the whole 
country, and elevate our view above stories which may not represent the entire country. Watch this video twice: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs5MhLiQEKM

While watching the second time, have students record how they feel about these statistics. Prompt students’ thinking with 
these questions:

• Is it fair that this level of wealth inequality exists?

• Would it be fair to spread wealth across everyone more equally?

• Should people who don’t work hard have as much as wealth as those who do? How can we help people who can’t work to 
gain wealth, or can’t afford higher education? 

Different types of inequality around the world

Is inequality a global problem? Watch one of the following videos: 

• “Why some countries are poor and others rich”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-4V3HR696k

• “The Insane Scale of Global Wealth Inequality Visualised”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caBDPFx2et4

• “Global Inequality, Khan Academy”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBsOwZRKzcE

Have students record some facts in the video which demonstrate inequality between and within different countries. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTEPgctISr0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs5MhLiQEKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-4V3HR696k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caBDPFx2et4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBsOwZRKzcE
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LESSON THEME: GLOBAL HEALTH

Overview

This lesson introduces students to global health issues, and in this context, considers how New Zealand can improve its own 
health system. One of the key themes of the Sustainable Development Goals is that the Goals are inter-connected – we will see 
that this is true when it comes to achieving global good health and wellbeing. 

Relevant Goals

Goal 1: No poverty; Goal 2: Zero hunger; Goal 3: Good health and wellbeing; Goal 10: Reduced inequalities

Lesson Objectives

1. Explore the features of New Zealand’s health system

2. Consider how a nation’s health and life expectancy links to and affects other Sustainable Development Goals

3. Learn about the factors contributing to the spread of global diseases

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Introducing health | 15 minutes  

New Zealand’s health system is largely publicly funded, and therefore low cost for its citizens. We have a high number of 
doctors per capita, and generally have state of the art healthcare technology and medicines. Not all procedures and services are 
free though – many medicines and dental procedures (if over 18) must be paid for privately. There is also inequality between 
access to healthcare in rural and urban communities, and between Maori and non-maori, as Maori lives are on average seven 
years shorter than the lives of non-maori. The nation is also lacking infrastructure to deal with rising mental health problems 
and a growing elderly population.

For this activity, lead a class discussion to describe these broad features of New Zealand’s health system, and compare our 
health system to the rest of the world.

1. First, ask students about their personal experiences with illness – in doing so, draw out some features of New Zealand’s 
health system. For example, ask:

a. “Where do you go when you’re sick?”  

b. “Have you been vaccinated? What are the purposes of vaccinations? Did you have to pay for a vaccination?”

c. “What happens when you have a serious accident? Did you have to pay for an ambulance?”  

d. What about when you need a dental check up? Is that free? (Dental check ups are free until the age of 18)

2. Next, have students compare our health systems to other countries. Do all people in other countries have the ability to go to 
the doctors, or be vaccinated, or have surgery for free? Should they be able to?

3. Finally, encourage students to think about how wellbeing is connected to a nation’s productivity. For instance, ask: how do 
you feel when you are sick? Do you feel like doing anything productive? Link this point to how a less healthy population 
results in a smaller workforce, a weaker economy, and therefore slower development of nations with poor healthcare.

Next, explore New Zealand’s overall health by seeing how New Zealand is progressing towards achieving 
Sustainable Development Goal 3: Good health and wellbeing using the data visualisation at sdg.org.nz. Go to: 
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/? and hover over Goal 3. 

Further resources to evaluate the health of New Zealand’s population can be found in NZ’s Voluntary National Review: 
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf from page 30.

 Or New Zealand’s People’s Report, from page 30: 
https://www.sdg.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Final_PeopleReport-2019-Nov-2019_for-web.pdf

http://sdg.org.nz
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/?
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf
https://www.sdg.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Final_PeopleReport-2019-Nov-2019_for-web.pdf
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Watch a short video | 10 minutes  

Life expectancy is a good indicator of a population’s overall health. It is the average age you might expect to live to when 
you are born. As a class, watch this great video with demographer Hans Rosling to see how life expectancy across countries 
has changed over time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo

There are many factors which contribute to the life expectancy of a population, and each factor can relate to a Sustainable 
Development Goal – how many Goals can the class identify which link to achieving good health and wellbeing, and a long 
life expectancy?

You could discuss factors such as income (Goal 8), access to medicine/doctors/vaccinations (Goal 10), infant mortality, 
air pollution (Goal 13), sanitation (Goal 6), clean water access (Goal 6), job safety and regulation, access to good nutrition 
and dietary choices (Goal 2), contraceptive access, education (Goal 4), female empowerment (Goal 5 and 10), road safety, 
smoking rates, etc. 

Learning about disease | 50 minutes 

The types of diseases experienced by a country vary depending on factors such as the levels of wealth, climate and education 
within it. Diseases in turn can have severe impacts on a nations’ life expectancy and productivity.

This activity will give students insight into the wide range of diseases around the world, and the factors which affect their 
prevalence. 

After dividing the class into groups of 2, 3, or 4, allocate one of the seven disease case studies below to each group. 
Have students research their case study for 30 minutes in order to answer the following questions:

1. How is this disease caused? How is it treated?

2. Why is this disease common in this country?

3. How common is this disease in New Zealand? Why is/isn’t the disease common in New Zealand?

4. How could the country reduce the prevalence of the disease?

Have the groups present their findings in front of the class. Do any trends in global health emerge from these 
presentations? Finish the activity by discussing how developed nations like New Zealand might assist other nations to fight 
these diseases.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo
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Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Disease case studies, with a video to kickstart thinking

Malaria in Uganda: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6WZiIUdcP0

Cholera in India: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzPXP1_eUzw

Obesity epidemic in the USA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKnhbqIM0wo

HIV/AIDS in Nigeria: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guPobd1-cTg

Heart disease in Australia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4l8XQIw5RU

Rheumatic fever in New Zealand: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8E9E8xiY8I

Dengue fever in the Philippines: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBKximX87bc

Resources:

• Good health and wellbeing – why it matters: 
http://cdn.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/2017/10/ENGLISH_Why_it_Matters_Goal_3_Health.pdf

• Healthy inequality in NZ: 
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2019/10/30/884496/radical-change-needed-to-address-health-inequity#

• Healthcare in New Zealand: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_care_in_New_Zealand

• Life expectancy worldwide: https://www.infoplease.com/world/health-and-social-statistics/life-expectancy-countries-0

• Cholera fact sheet: https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/cholera

• Malaria fact sheet: https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/malaria

• Dengue fever fact sheet: https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/dengue-and-severe-dengue

• Rheumatic fever and health inequality: 
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/ideasroom/2019/05/01/561381/failing-children-with-health-scare-tactics

• Burundi, a story about nutrition video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IXrLxvkEwo

Notes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6WZiIUdcP0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzPXP1_eUzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKnhbqIM0wo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guPobd1-cTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4l8XQIw5RU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8E9E8xiY8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBKximX87bc
http://cdn.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/2017/10/ENGLISH_Why_it_Matters_Goal_3_Health.pdf
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2019/10/30/884496/radical-change-needed-to-address-health-inequity#
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_care_in_New_Zealand
https://www.infoplease.com/world/health-and-social-statistics/life-expectancy-countries-0
https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/cholera
https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/malaria
https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/dengue-and-severe-dengue
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/ideasroom/2019/05/01/561381/failing-children-with-health-scare-tactics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IXrLxvkEwo
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LEVEL 5

LESSON THEME: SUSTAINABILITY

Overview

This lesson gets students to think about the idea of sustainability. What is it, and why have the United Nations agreed to 
sustainability as the overarching goal of the SDGs? Activities will prompt students’ thinking about sustainability globally, 
in New Zealand, and in their own lives, and hopefully inspire students to work towards a sustainable future 

Relevant Goals

Goals 1-17 are all linked to the concept of sustainability 

Lesson Objectives

1. Increase student’s awareness and knowledge of the SDGs

2. Encourage thinking about New Zealand’s sustainable future

3. Encourage students to think about how they can inspire sustainable futures in their own lives and communities

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Introducing sustainability | 15 minutes

https://www.ted.com/talks/alex_steffen_sees_a_sustainable_future?language=en

Introduce sustainability by watching this TED talk – students probably have a general idea of sustainability, but this video 
provides global context to sustainability and how we might increase it in our society.

Next, as a class, come up with a definition of sustainability. From this then, what might sustainable development mean? 
Hint: Sustainable development refers to the idea that as countries become more prosperous and wealthy, this growth should 
occur in a way that doesn’t compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Watch a short video | 5 minutes

Watch one or two of these videos with the class to help introduce the SDGs. This could be used later on in the lesson as a 
short break.

1. Educational video – What are the SDGs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks

2. Educational video – What is sustainable development: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY

3. Inspiring video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4

Discuss the videos: Debrief the videos, repeating important points and asking for students’ thoughts 

How is New Zealand progressing towards achieving the SDGs? | 10-15 minutes

This activity should give students some context about New Zealand’s progress towards the SDGs, and should prompt thinking 
about how our societal successes and issues relate to the Goals.

On a SmartBoard or Projector, open up the sdg.org.nz data visualisation tool and explore the Goals. 
Tool: https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/ 

Explain to students how the tool works by hovering on various Goals, explaining what each Goal or Indicator means, 
and what the graph is displaying. If possible, let students explore the tool (you might send them the link if using devices). 

Next, we want to begin to think about why New Zealand is progressing well towards some Goals, but not others. 
Ask the class which Goals they think have been achieved, and which ones could be better. It might be difficult to explain 
why some indicators are going up or down, so focus more broadly on the Goal itself, and the real issues it is related to. 
For example, you could ask:

• Are New Zealanders healthy? Where in the world are some people not healthy?

• Is there poverty in New Zealand? What about the rest of the world?

• Do we treat the environment as well as we can in New Zealand? What about the ocean?

• Is Goal ___ a really big problem in different parts of the world (ie poverty, good health)? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/alex_steffen_sees_a_sustainable_future?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZbgIVgQyks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V8oFI4GYMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7D9fvg5CK4
http://sdg.org.nz
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/
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Exploring one Sustainable Development Goal | 20 minutes

Students will explore a Goal from an individual, community, societal and global perspective. First, allocate a Goal to groups 
of 3-4 students. Alternatively you could do this activity as a class if you prefer.

The Goals to be allocated which are appropriate for this year group are:

• Goal 1: No poverty 

• Goal 3: Good health and well-being

• Goal 4: Education

• Goal 7: Affordable and clean energy

• Goal 11: Sustainable cities and communities

• Goal 13: Climate action

• Goal 15: Life on land

Provide each group with colouring pens and paper, and have students brainstorm (drawing or writing) about the area the 
Goal is related to. This can be very broad: Prompt thinking by asking “what local or global problems is this Goal addressing?”, 
or “how does the Goal affect you?” or “do you have personal experiences with what this Goal is addressing?” etc. 

Next, ask students to then draw or write about how they could help to achieve the Goal. What can they individually 
do to help? What can their whanau/community do to help? What can New Zealand do to help? This is again a broad, creative 
exercise, so anything goes! You could certainly encourage students to carry out some of the solutions that they come up with.

Finally, have each group share their thoughts about their Goal with the rest of the class. A key theme of the SDGs is 
that of interconnectedness. The Goals do not stand alone are all interlinked with each other. Once each group has presented, 
identify as a class links between Goals, and whether groups could work together to help to achieve more than one Goal in 
a collaborative way.

Notes
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LEVEL 6

LESSON THEME: GOVERNMENTS AND DEMOCRACY

Overview

Our governing institutions (Parliament, central and local government, and the justice system) play a fundamental role in 
organising society, distributing power and shaping New Zealand’s future. The Sustainable Development Goals emphasise 
the importance of strong institutions which are “effective, accountable and inclusive”, and promote peaceful, just societies. 
This lesson aims to introduce students to different forms of governing institutions around the world. The nature of democratic 
values are explored, and students will be encouraged to think critically about New Zealand’s democracy and whether it is a 
“good” system. There are many activities here, so this lesson can be spread over multiple sessions.

Relevant Goals

Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions; Goal 17: Partnership for the Goals

Lesson Objectives

1. Broaden students’ understanding of governments by exploring different forms of governance, such as democracy, republics, 
communism, and socialism

2. Further students’ understanding of New Zealand’s political process

3. Gain a better understanding of democratic principles 

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 6  |  Lesson theme: Governments and democracy

Introducing democracy | 20 minutes 

New Zealand’s democracy fundamentally affects the lives of all New Zealanders, but it can be a tricky topic to think about 
and explore. Defining some concepts can help to solidify and expand students’ understanding of our democratic principles.

In groups of 3 or 4, have students attempt to define the following concepts/principles. They should write their attempt 
down on paper or the whiteboard. If they are unsure, research time may be given to explore the concept. Once the students 
have shared their definitions, discuss the principle or concept with the class, prompting discussion with questions like “why is 
this an important concept?” and “how do we ensure this principle exists in New Zealand?” and “where in the world are these 
principles not appreciated or realised?” 

Concepts and principles:

• Freedom

• Human rights 

• Justice

• Peace

• Transparency

• Democracy

• Corruption

• Accountability

Governance around the world | 1-2 hours 

There is a huge variety of governance systems worldwide. Some governments achieve fundamental ideals such as economic 
development, peace, and equal representation better than others. This activity should broaden students’ understanding of 
political and governmental systems around the world and allow us to compare New Zealand’s system of governance with 
those of other countries. 

For this activity, divide the class into groups of 3-4 students. Have each group research a country which has a different 
system of governance to New Zealand’s. Some countries with very different political systems to New Zealand include:

• Afghanistan

• China

• United States of America

• Tonga

• Afghanistan

• North Korea (DPRK)

• Saudi Arabia

• Brunei

• Vietnam

• Russia

Groups can present their findings to the class through whichever medium or communication channel they see fit. 
They should focus on answering the following questions:

• What system of governance does this country have? How is it different to New Zealand’s system? 

• Is this country developing, or developed? What are the major issues that this country faces, and how does its political 
system impact these issues?

• Can all citizens in this country safely participate in the political process and vote? Are minority groups fully represented 
in this countries’ governing processes?

• Is the country a safe and equal society for all its citizens? Why/why not? 
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Class decision-making activity | 20 minutes 

Political systems often require the members of the government to debate and discuss how the government’s budget will 
be spent. Most political systems have rules and conventions, which have evolved over many years, that regulate how this 
debate process occurs. Such debate, and the evolution of these rules and conventions can be played out in miniature form 
within the classroom. 

Tell the class that, hypothetically, a generous person has given the class $500 for a day trip, and the class must decide where 
this trip will be, and what the money will be spent on. They have only 5 minutes to come to a decision, and every student must 
be happy with the decision before the teacher will approve of it. Set no other rules, and let the class work out the rest. 

While the class discussions are occurring, observe the behaviour of the students – which students become leaders, and 
which students are less interested or reluctant to engage with the decision? How do the students decide what is fair? Was 
there any conflict/argument, and how was it resolved? Did the class divide into “parties”? 

Once the activity is over, recount with the students how they organised themselves, and how they came to the decision. 
Ask the students:

• Does everyone think the way the decision was made was fair?

• Did everybody get to share the opinion?

• How did we make sure everyone agreed with the decision?

• Is it possible to make a decision where everybody is happy?

You can then relate what happened in the activity to different political systems. For example, if everyone got 
a say in the decision, then the class might have formed a democratic structure. If one or a few people made the decisions 
uncontested, the decision-making might be more similar to a totalitarian/authoritarian or monarchical structure. 

You could also highlight whether any rules or conventions were put in place – were there rules about who could speak, or 
how decisions were made? Were these rules similar to conventions in New Zealand’s political system, such as the debate which 
occurs in the House of Representatives or Select Committees?

In-class Election and Parliament | 40 minutes-1 hour 

New Zealand’s political process is undeniably complex. In this activity an in-class mock election and passing of a law will help 
to familiarise students with how laws are created, and will help students realise that the public is a vital part of the political 
process, too. 

First, watch either or both of these videos to familiarise students with New Zealand’s political process 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTIiFbzT20U

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiXib-LR6ZM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTIiFbzT20U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiXib-LR6ZM
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In-class election

1. Set the scene: 

a. Explain to students that as the effects of climate change are starting to be felt in New Zealand, this year’s election is 
going to be won or lost depending on which party can quickly reduce New Zealand’s emissions. 

2. Form parties: 

a. Assign one third of the class to be the parties which are trying to form a government in this year’s election. Each 
party should have two or three students in it, and each party must come up with a unique idea to reduce New Zealand’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. If students are stuck, some ideas might be:

i. Tax cars which emit more greenhouse gases than others

ii. Invest in technology start-ups which are designing machines to suck CO2 from the air

iii. Government-fund electric vehicles 

iv. Force every citizen to walk or bike to work 

v. Plant 2 billion trees 

3. The debate and vote

a. Have each party pitch their campaign idea to the rest of the class, who represent the public. 

b. Hold a vote – Each student has one vote for their preferred party.

c. Count the votes, and calculate the proportion of the vote received by each party.

4. Forming a government

a. Explain to the class that for a ruling government to be formed, parties must usually work together to form a coalition, 
which is an agreement to work together for the next three years. The coalition must have over 50% of the seats in 
Parliament to form a government. 

b. If no party has received over 50% of the vote, allow the parties to negotiate to form a government coalition – 
their campaign promises may have to be compromised to reach an agreement. Have the coalition choose a Prime Minister 
– usually this is the leader of the largest party in power.

Passing a Bill into law

5. Pass the campaign promises into law

a. Write a brief “Bill” which will turn the government’s emissions policy into law. Have the students who were in the 
“public” for the first half of the activity join their favourite party in Parliament as MPs (note that this is not what actually 
happens in the political process), and form a Parliament to debate the Bill. You could rearrange the classroom to look 
like the House of Representatives. 

b. Debate the Bill: Have students criticise the other party’s ideas – how will the emissions solution be paid for?  
Will it affect New Zealand economically or socially? 

c. Pass the Bill – Have the students vote with Ayes or Noes (those in favour say aye, those not in favour say noe).  
Count the votes.

6. Give royal assent to the Bill

a. As the teacher, you can act as the Governor-General. You act for the Queen to give royal assent to the Bill, passing it 
into law. The Prime Minister must advise you on whether the government has passed the Bill into law. If yes, then “sign” 
the Bill, and the Bill becomes an Act.
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New Zealand’s House of Representatives.  
You could model the classroom to look like this to debate the Bill.

Representative democracy: negotiating for our interests | 30 minutes 

In an inclusive democracy, many voices from a diverse range of people should be heard before the government, which 
represents the people, makes any decision. In this activity, students will represent different groups, and argue their group’s 
point of view to lawmakers. This is similar to what occurs in a “Select Committee.” 

First, set the scene: Alcohol is a key factor in many violent crimes and health accidents, but is also a widely consumed 
substance that is a significant part of New Zealand’s culture. The government has proposed a new law to make alcohol 
more expensive and raise the drinking age to 20. MPs are consulting with the public to get feedback about whether the law 
should be passed. 

Second, ask the class which interest groups might be interested in making sure the government understands their point 
of view on the issue. Interest groups might include: 

• Doctors and medical professionals 

• Liquor producers and retailers 

• Student Associations 

• Māori 

• Unions 

• Police

Choose a few students to be MPs which will listen to the interest groups. Allow the students who aren’t MPs to choose 
whichever interest group they would like to represent. Once students are in their groups, have them brainstorm whether the 
group is for or against the law, and why. Encourage students to come up with multiple arguments. 

Finally, have a couple of students from each group present their group’s point of view to the MPs. MPs could lead a 
classroom-wide kōrero between all stakeholders. The MPs could present a few different potential policy options to the interest 
groups, and see if negotiations and compromises can be arranged to suit all involved. 

There are no hard and fast rules for this activity, and no final policy necessarily needs to be created – the political process 
is usually messy! Ask students why it is important that all affected groups are heard by decision-makers. Also ask them 
whether they felt like their interest group was heard and respected, and whether they got what they want from the 
decision-making process. 
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LEVEL 7

LESSON THEME: WOMEN AND GENDER EQUALITY

Overview

The achievement of the SDGs will be impossible without global gender equality. Conceptually, gender equality runs through all 
of the Goals but is enshrined in Goal 5. This lesson aims to increase students’ awareness of gender inequality in New Zealand. 
Students will assess the status of New Zealand women in the past and consider how and where gender inequality continues 
to persist. Personal reflection will also be shared in the classroom to enhance students’ awareness of the diverse array of 
backgrounds that students come from.

Relevant Goals

Gender inequality links across all SDGs, but Goal 5: Gender inequality; Goal 10: Reduced inequalities; Goal 17: Peace, Justice 
and Institutions are particularly relevant.

Lesson Objectives

1. Deepen students’ knowledge about the evolution of the role of women in society

2. Improve critical thinking by considering whether gender inequality continues to exist in New Zealand

3. Enhance students’ personal understanding and awareness of diversity in the classroom

Key Competencies 

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson. 

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Level 7  |  Lesson theme: Women and gender equality

Media analysis of women in New Zealand | 45 minutes

The history of women in New Zealand is characterised by an on-going legacy of women’s rights movements, but the equal 
representation and treatment of women in many domains has still not yet been reached. By learning about how the status 
of women has evolved over time, students will enhance their understanding of why equality between genders and social 
groups is important. 

Links to a variety of resources which portray women in New Zealand are provided below. As a class, watch and read some 
of the resources. Then, using examples from the resources, discuss how the role of women in the past differed from the 
present. Ask the class:

• How have expectations about women’s work evolved over time?

• How has the participation of women in politics evolved over time? 

• What challenges remain towards the equal treatment of women in New Zealand society?

Next, in pairs have students create a timeline on a piece of paper. Using the resources they have explored, can they make an 
approximate timeline of key moments in the history of women’s rights? Extend the timeline into the future, and have students 
add when they would like to see current issues resolved or eliminated (such as equal pay or equal representation on company 
boards, etc). 

Recommended: The National Library’s collection on Women in Aotearoa, “Nothing Venture, Nothing Gain”, and 
“Women in the House” are particularly insightful resources.

Resources:

• https://teara.govt.nz/en/womens-movement/page-1

• https://teara.govt.nz/en/womens-movement/page-6

• National Library’s collection on Women in Aotearoa: 
https://natlib.govt.nz/schools/topics/58c70d388d2a4e137f002ce3/women-in-aotearoa

• Women in work through the 20th century (1993): https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/standing-in-the-sunshine-work-1993

• Women in the House documentary (2018): 
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/women-in-the-house-2018?collection=pioneering-women

• Women suffrage movement re-enactment (2012): 
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/votes-for-women-what-really-happened-2012?collection=pioneering-women

• Nothing Venture, Nothing Gain – inquiry into women in politics (1974): 
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/inquiry-nothing-venture-nothing-gain-1974?collection=pioneering-women

• Women in comedy: https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/funny-as-the-story-of-new-zealand-comedy/episodes/s1-e1

• Female representation in the NZ film industry: 
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/film/98694781/women-miss-out-on-new-zealand-screens-top-jobs

https://teara.govt.nz/en/womens-movement/page-1
https://teara.govt.nz/en/womens-movement/page-6
https://natlib.govt.nz/schools/topics/58c70d388d2a4e137f002ce3/women-in-aotearoa
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/standing-in-the-sunshine-work-1993
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/women-in-the-house-2018?collection=pioneering-women
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/votes-for-women-what-really-happened-2012?collection=pioneering-women
https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/inquiry-nothing-venture-nothing-gain-1974?collection=pioneering-women
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/funny-as-the-story-of-new-zealand-comedy/episodes/s1-e1
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/film/98694781/women-miss-out-on-new-zealand-screens-top-jobs
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Assessment: A conversation with an important woman | Overnight homework 

As homework, ask students to have a conversation with an important woman in their lives about their experience living 
as a woman in New Zealand. Have the student record the conversation with a device or in written form. 

Students could ask their interviewee questions such as:

• How has this person’s gender affected their lives? 

• Have they noticed a shift in the status of women over time? 

• Have they been involved in a woman’s rights movement, protest or negotiation? 

• What challenges do they think remain for women in New Zealand and globally?

The next time your class meets, have each student report back to the class about their conversations.

Debate – Is New Zealand a gender equal society? | 30 minutes 

This activity will encourage students to both look at the progress New Zealand has made towards greater equality, 
and criticise which attitudes are yet to change. It will also help to develop critical thinking and public speaking skills.

Split the class into debating teams as you see fit. This could be in two teams, where each team nominates three speakers, 
or you split the class into many teams and run multiple debates. 

The moot is “New Zealand is a gender equal society”. Give the groups around 30 minutes of research time to prepare for 
the debate. To encourage the students to research deeply, you could emphasise that points will be given for the statistics 
that students can use to back up their arguments. During the debate, a wide range of arguments could be made. To prompt 
students’ thinking, you could suggest topics such as equal pay, political representation, societal attitudes and perceptions, 
representation in different industries, protection laws, discrimination, violence rates, etc. 

Students can use any of the resources provided in the first activity, as well as:

• The 2018 Gender Attitudes Survey: https://genderequal.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Gender-Attitudes-Survey-FINAL.pdf

• The 2018 Global Gender Gap Report: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2018.pdf

• The People’s Report on the 2030 Agenda and SDGs (see SDGs 5, 8 and 10): 
https://www.sdg.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Final_PeopleReport-2019-Nov-2019_for-web.pdf

• New Zealand’s Voluntary National Review (see SDG5, 8 and 10): 
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf

• The stories on Gender Equal NZ’s Gender Dashboard: https://genderequal.nz/datastories/

• New Zealand’s 8th report on its implementation of CEDAW:  
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/CEDAW%20Report%202016_WEB.pdf

• Helen Clark’s 2018 “Gender Month” speech to the Asian Development Bank: 
http://www.allenandunwin.co.nz/browse/news/741-breaking-the-glass-ceiling

During the debate, give each speaker 4-5 minutes of speaking time.  
Once the debate concludes, allocate a winner and allow further discussion to continue if appropriate. 

https://genderequal.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Gender-Attitudes-Survey-FINAL.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2018.pdf
https://www.sdg.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Final_PeopleReport-2019-Nov-2019_for-web.pdf
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf
https://genderequal.nz/datastories/
https://women.govt.nz/sites/public_files/CEDAW%20Report%202016_WEB.pdf
http://www.allenandunwin.co.nz/browse/news/741-breaking-the-glass-ceiling
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LEVEL 8

LESSON THEME: INSPIRING ACTION

Overview

This lesson aims to challenge students, in their last year of school, to take action in helping the world to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals by 2030. By analysing New Zealand and the world’s sustainable development progress, 
students will be able to hone into an area of improvement that they can creatively tackle.

Relevant Goals

This lesson might cover any of the 17 Goals, but Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals is particularly emphasised.

Lesson Objectives

1. Analyse New Zealand’s progress towards achieving the Goals

2. Have students consider how they could collectively help to achieve a Target or Goal

3. Encourage students to consider how their own habits could be more sustainable

Key Competencies

The activities in this lesson relate to at least one of the five Key Competencies that the New Zealand Curriculum aims to foster. 
The competencies that each activity relates to are indicated by icons beside the title of each lesson.

Key competency Icon

“Thinking” is indicated by:

“Using language, symbols, and texts” is indicated by:

“Managing self” is indicated by:

“Relating to others” is indicated by:

“Participating and contributing” is indicated by:

Victoria University of Wellington supports  
the Sustainable Development Goals
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Taking stock of our progress towards the SDGs | 30 minutes

There are a huge range of opportunities to help achieve the SDGs in New Zealand and globally. With 17 goals and 169 targets, 
there are many areas and indicators which students may be able to improve.

To find out which targets are relevant to New Zealand and are so far unachieved, have students analyse various reports and 
tools which take stock of progress towards the SDGs. Students in groups of 3 should analyse the resources (below) together, 
and be able to answer the following questions:

• On which Goals is New Zealand progressing the best?

• Which Goals is New Zealand furthest from achieving?

• Are all of the targets in the SDGs relevant to New Zealand?

• Which targets should have been achieved already, but have not yet been achieved?

The Sustainable Development Goals Progress Report 2019 takes stock of global progress towards achieving the SDGs: 
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/

New Zealand’s first Voluntary National Review and its accompanying People’s Report take stock of New Zealand’s progress:

• From the government’s perspective: 
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf

• From “the people’s” perspective: https://www.sdg.org.nz/peoples-report/

The data visualisation tool at sdg.org.nz presents New Zealand’s progress towards the SDGs using a variety of indicators: 
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/

As a class, go through each of the questions above, and have a discussion about each of them.

Realising a carbon neutral future | 1 hour

In this new decade, we have 10 years left to achieve the SDGs. It is within this decade that a true global shift towards carbon 
neutrality must begin. Our communities will likely also have to grapple with the physical impacts of climate change. Such a shift 
towards carbon neutrality may be economically, socially and politically difficult to achieve – a “just transition” has been called 
for by the global community, whereby all people are considered and treated justly as we transfer towards carbon neutrality. 
Originating in the labour movement, the notion of a ‘just transition’ was incorporated in the 2015 Paris Agreement as a way of 
signalling the importance of minimising negative repercussions from climate policies and maximising positive social impacts for 
workers and communities. A just transition implies that decent work and quality jobs will continue to exist, and that decision-
making will be transparent and inclusive to all.

But what does a just transition really look like? This activity will encourage students to think about how our climate Goals can 
be achieved alongside with our inequality and justice Goals.

https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/New-Zealand-Voluntary-National-Review-2019-Final.pdf
https://www.sdg.org.nz/peoples-report/
http://sdg.org.nz
https://www.sdg.org.nz/datavis/
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First, introduce the idea of “Just transitions” by first watching this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfv52KF5fHM. The video is about the declining coal industry, but a similar inclusive process 
is necessary for transitioning to a carbon neutral society.

Next, have the class consider how New Zealand needs to change to become a carbon neutral society. You could ask the 
class how these sectors of society might need to change:

• Transport system

• Energy production

• Individual habits (our transport, diet, waste)

• Waste and recycling systems

• Our food production industries

• Our tourism industry

One region, Taranaki, has already considered how it will achieve a just transition to a low emissions economy by 2050. After 
consultation between government and over 1,000 affected local stakeholders, a “Taranaki 2050 Roadmap” was produced.

Investigate the Roadmap by following this link: http://about.taranaki.info/Taranaki2050/Taranaki-2050-Roadmap.aspx. 
Have students explore the Roadmap and watch the video below it.

As a class, design a Roadmap of a just transition for your region. This involves considering which jobs may not exist in 
the future, and which new jobs may grow in the future. How will those whose jobs are disappearing be supported or retrained? 
Furthermore, consider which cultural or recreational aspects of the region need to adapt, and which aspects citizens enjoy that 
should continue to exist in their current state.

To produce a Roadmap similar to Taranaki’s, you could either:

1) Draw a rough map of your region on a whiteboard; or

2) Split students into groups of 4-6 students, and have them draw a rough map of your region or produce a Roadmap on 
their computers.

Make sure the Roadmap highlights the key industries of the region and how they will transition to lower emissions in a 
sustainable manner. How can other Goals, such as reducing inequalities and ending poverty be achieved while transitioning 
to a low emissions society?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfv52KF5fHM
http://about.taranaki.info/Taranaki2050/Taranaki-2050-Roadmap.aspx
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Feedback? Tell us what you think and how you used the lesson plans: https://www.sdg.org.nz/contact-us/

Affecting change in future communities | 30 minutes

Students will soon be leaving school and will have the opportunity to affect change towards achieving the SDGs within their 
communities, workplaces, and places of study. This activity encourages students to consider how they might help contribute 
to the SDGs’ achievement in the future.

First, in a group discussion setting have students each identify a Goal which they would most like to see achieved in the 
future. Have each student justify why that Goal is important to them. Have those students which settle on the same Goal 
come together in their own groups.

Research – Have each group do a “deep dive” on their Goal of choice by having them research how well New Zealand is 
progressing towards each target of their chosen Goal. This entails finding out which indicator tracks progress for each target, 
and finding out how New Zealand stands in terms of that indicator (where the target/indicator is applicable to New Zealand). 
The sources referred to in the previous activity will be helpful.

Next, have students share with their group what their plans are for the future. If they are unsure, ask them where they would 
like to eventually work or live. Have the goal-oriented group then try to identify SDG-related problems in the community, 
institution or workplace that each individual will soon be working, living, or studying in.

Finally, have students discuss and work together to come up with ways in which their future workplaces, study institutions or 
communities might help to achieve the Goal or Target that is important to them. Are there existing organisations that are trying 
to tackle this Goal which students could join? Could the student themselves take action to help achieve this Goal within their 
future communities?

To conclude the activity, have each group write down their aspirations and SDG solutions on a piece of paper or whiteboard, 
and share them with the class. Could any of the groups work together to affect change?

Notes
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